GCX ELEMENTAL PROTECTION

GCX Elemental Protection Disc Brake Rotors by StopTech® are specially engineered to restore OE performance and provide superior protection from rust and corrosion, even in extremely harsh conditions. These innovative rotors feature a protective coating on corrosion-prone areas while leaving the friction swept surface and other critical areas such as hub mounting surfaces uncoated just like OE.

ELEMENTAL PROTECTION COATING

Partial coating on the friction surface results in a 20% faster bed-in while eliminating annoying corrosion rings. Full GEOMET coating on all non-mating surfaces inhibits rust formation.

DOUBLE DISC GROUND FINISH

Installation-ready finish delivers the perfect friction mating surface for immediate braking effectiveness.
INNOVATION THROUGH SUPERIOR DESIGN

GCX Elemental Protection Disc Brake Rotors are specially engineered to restore OE performance and provide superior protection from rust and corrosion, even in extreme conditions. They feature Centric's advanced RS200 Brake Rotor Coating on the non-friction mating surfaces, leaving the friction swept area clean, which results in 20% faster pad bed-in and eliminates pad fouling and corrosion rings. A full coating on all non-mating surfaces inhibits rust formation and helps provide long-lasting corrosion resistance. With over 560 SKUs, and growing, you are covered for more than 80% of the vehicles on the road today.

RESTORE OE PERFORMANCE AND ENSURE LONG-LASTING CORROSION RESISTANCE IN A VAST RANGE OF APPLICATIONS.

MACHINED NON-FRICTION SURFACES

Ensure parallelism and eliminate pulsation while improving rotor balance and give a premium finished appearance.

OE-STYLE VANE DESIGNS

Increase thermal capacity and optimize performance for safer, smoother braking.

YOUR NEXT MOVE? Getting access to GCX Disc Brake Rotors is simple. Call (800) 277-2787 or visit CentricParts.com.